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These securities have not been approved or disapproved by the U.S. Securities and Exchange
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I. BBH PARTNER FUND—INTERNATIONAL
EQUITY SUMMARY
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
The investment objective of the BBH Partner Fund – International Equity (the
“Fund”) is to provide investors with long-term maximization of total return,
primarily through capital appreciation.

FEES AND EXPENSES OF THE FUND
The table below describes the fees and expenses that you may pay if you buy,
hold, and sell the Fund’s Class I Shares. You may pay other fees, such as
brokerage commissions and other fees to fnancial intermediaries, which are
not refected in the tables and expense example below.
Shareholder Fees
(Fees paid directly from your investment)
Class I
Maximum Sales Charge (Load) Imposed on Purchases (as a
percentage of offering price)

None

Maximum Deferred Sales Charge (Load)

None

Maximum Sales Charge (Load) Imposed on Reinvested Dividends

None

Redemption Fee on shares held less than 30 days after purchase (as a
percentage of amount redeemed, if applicable)
Exchange Fee

2.00%
None
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Annual Fund Operating Expenses
(Expenses that you pay each year as a percentage of the value of your investment)
Class I
Management Fees

0.65%

Distribution (12b-1) Fee

None

Other Expenses

0.03%

Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses

0.68%

EXAMPLE

This example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the
Fund’s Class I Shares to the cost of investing in other mutual funds. The
example assumes that you invest $10,000 in the Fund’s Class I Shares for the
time periods indicated and then redeem all of your shares at the end of those
periods. The example also assumes that your investment has a 5% return
each year and that the operating expenses of the Fund’s Class I Shares remain
the same. Although your actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these
assumptions your costs would be:

Class I Shares

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

10 Years

$69

$217

$378

$846

Portfolio Turnover
The Fund pays transaction costs, such as commissions, when it buys and sells
securities (or “turns over” its portfolio). A higher portfolio turnover rate may
indicate higher transaction costs and may result in higher taxes when Fund
shares are held in a taxable account. These costs, which are not refected in
annual fund operating expenses or in the example above, affect the Fund’s
performance. During the most recent fscal year, the Fund’s portfolio turnover
rate was 86% of the average value of its portfolio.
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PRINCIPAL INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
Under normal circumstances, at least 80% of the net assets of the Fund, plus
any borrowings for investment purposes, are invested in equity securities of
companies in the developed and emerging markets of the world, excluding
the United States. Developed markets are those markets included in the
Morgan Stanley Capital International—Europe, Australasia, and Far East
Index (“MSCI-EAFE”) and Canada. The Fund may invest up to 35% of its
assets, at the time of purchase, in emerging markets of the world. An
emerging market is generally considered to be a securities market located in
any country that is defned as having an emerging or developing economy by
the World Bank or its related organizations, or the United Nations or its
authorities. The Fund will primarily invest in equity securities of companies
with large market capitalizations.
Brown Brothers Harriman & Co. (“BBH&Co.”), through a separately
identifable department (“Investment Adviser”), employs a “manager of
managers” investment approach, whereby it allocates the Fund’s assets to the
Fund’s sub-adviser, Select Equity Group, L.P. (“Sub-adviser”). Subject to the
general supervision by the Fund’s Board of Trustees (the “Board”), the
Investment Adviser oversees the Sub-adviser and evaluates its performance
results. The Investment Adviser reviews portfolio performance,
characteristics and changes in key personnel of the Sub-adviser. The
Sub-adviser is primarily responsible for the day-to-day management of the
Fund’s portfolio, including purchases and sales of individual securities.
However, the Investment Adviser may, when deemed appropriate, manage all
or a portion of the Fund’s assets according to the Fund’s principal investment
strategies.
The Fund buys and sells securities denominated in currencies other than the
U.S. dollar. Interest, dividends and sale proceeds on such securities are
received in currencies other than the U.S. dollar. The Fund enters into foreign
currency exchange transactions from time to time to convert to and from
different foreign currencies and to convert foreign currencies to and from the
U.S. dollar. The Fund may purchase currency forwards and/or futures, which
are derivatives, for the purpose of hedging the value of securities purchased
or intended to be purchased.
5
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Investment Process: The Sub-adviser will focus on
identifying attractive businesses and will invest
opportunistically in these businesses when it believes that
good long-term returns can be achieved. The Sub-adviser
defnes attractive businesses as those that have achieved
leading and defensible market positions through the
creation of enduring franchise value. As part of the Fund’s
investment
process,
the
Sub-adviser
considers
environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) factors for
each investment in the portfolio. ESG factors include, but
are not limited to the environmental and social impact of the
issuer, as well as the issuers instituted governance programs.
They are, in the view of the Sub-adviser, both well
positioned for long term growth and resilient in diffcult
economic environments. The Sub-adviser employs intensive
and rigorous fundamental equity research in order to
identify these investment opportunities.
The Sub-adviser may sell securities for a variety of reasons,
such as to secure gains, limit losses or redeploy assets into
more promising opportunities. The Fund may, from time to
time, invest in a limited number of issuers.

PRINCIPAL RISKS OF THE FUND
The principal risks of investing in the Fund and the
circumstances reasonably likely to adversely affect an
investment are listed and described below. The share price
of the Fund changes daily, based on market conditions and
other factors. A shareholder may lose money by investing
in the Fund. There can be no assurance that the Fund will
achieve its investment objective.

6
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Equity Securities Risk:
Equity securities risk is the risk that prices of equity securities rise and fall
daily due to factors affecting individual companies, particular industries or
the equity market as a whole.

Market Risk:
The price of a security may fall due to changing economic, political,
regulatory or market conditions, or due to a company’s or issuer’s individual
situation. Natural disasters, the spread of infectious illness and other public
health emergencies, recession, terrorism and other unforeseeable events may
lead to increased market volatility and may have adverse effects on world
economies and markets generally.

Investment Risk:
Investors in the Fund could lose money, including the possible loss of the
entire principal amount of an investment, over short or long periods of time.

Foreign Investment Risk:
Investing in securities of foreign-based companies involves risks not typically
associated with investing in securities of companies organized and operated
in the United States. These risks include adverse political, social and
economic developments abroad, different kinds and levels of market and
issuer regulations, and the different characteristics of overseas economies and
markets. These factors can make foreign investments more volatile and
potentially less liquid than U.S. investments.

Management Risk:
The Fund is actively managed and its success depends upon the investment
skills and analytical abilities of the Sub-adviser to develop and effectively
implement strategies that achieve the Fund’s investment objective. Subjective
decisions made by the Sub-adviser may cause the Fund to incur losses or to
miss proft opportunities on which it may otherwise have capitalized.

7
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Currency Exchange Rate Risk:
Because the Fund invests in securities denominated in, or
providing exposure to, non-U.S. currencies and the Fund’s
net asset value per share (“NAV”) is determined on the basis
of U.S. dollars, the U.S. dollar value of your investment in
the Fund may go down if the value of the local currency of
the non-U.S. markets in which the Fund invests depreciates
against the U.S. dollar. Currency exchange rates can be very
volatile and can change quickly and unpredictably.

Large Cap Company Risk:
Because the Fund invests in large cap company securities, it
may underperform other funds during periods when the
Fund’s large cap securities are out of favor.

Limited Portfolio Holdings Risk:
Although the Fund is a diversifed fund and as such intends
to meet the diversifcation requirements of the Investment
Company Act of 1940 (“1940 Act”), the Fund may, from
time to time, invest in a limited number of issuers. As a
result, the appreciation or depreciation of any one security
held by the Fund will have a greater impact on the Fund’s
net asset value than it would if the Fund invested in a larger
number of securities. Although that strategy has the
potential to generate attractive returns over time, it also
increases the Fund’s volatility and may lead to greater losses.

Emerging Markets Risk:
Emerging markets involve risks greater than those generally
associated with investing in more developed foreign
markets. These less developed markets can be subject to

8
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greater social, economic, regulatory and political uncertainties and can be
extremely volatile.

Derivatives Risk:
Derivatives, including forwards and futures, may be riskier than other types
of investments and may increase the volatility of the Fund. Derivatives may
be sensitive to changes in economic and market conditions and may create
leverage, which could result in losses that signifcantly exceed the Fund’s
original investment. Derivatives expose the Fund to counter-party risk, which
is the risk that the derivative counterparty will not fulfll its contractual
obligations (and includes credit risk associated with the counterparty).
Certain derivatives are synthetic instruments that attempt to replicate the
performance of certain reference assets. With regard to such derivatives, the
Fund does not have a claim on the reference assets and is subject to enhanced
counterparty risk. Derivatives may not perform as expected, so the Fund may
not realize the intended benefts. When used for hedging, the change in value
of a derivative may not correlate as expected with the security or other risk
being hedged. In addition, given their complexity, derivatives expose the
Fund to risks of mispricing or improper valuation.

Capital Controls Risk:
Capital controls imposed by foreign governments in response to economic
or political events may impact the ability of the Fund to buy, sell or otherwise
transfer securities or currency, may adversely affect the trading market and
price for shares of the Fund, and may cause the Fund to decline in value.

Large Shareholder Risk:
Asset allocation decisions, particularly large redemptions made by BBH&Co.,
whose discretionary investment advisory clients make up a large percentage of
the Fund’s shareholders, may adversely impact remaining Fund shareholders.

9
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FUND PERFORMANCE
The following bar chart and table give an indication of the risks involved with
an investment in the Fund. The bar chart shows changes in the performance of
the Fund’s Class I Shares from year to year. The table shows how the average
annual returns of the Fund’s Class I Shares for the periods indicated compared
to a broad-based market index. One cannot invest directly in an index.
When you consider this information, please remember that the Fund’s
performance (before and after taxes) in past years is not necessarily an
indication of how the Fund will perform in the future. Updated information
on the Fund’s performance can be obtained by visiting www.bbhfunds.com
or can be obtained by phone at 1-800-575-1265.
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Average Annual Total Returns (For the periods ended
December 31, 2021)
The Fund’s performance fgures assume that all distributions were reinvested in the
Fund. After-tax returns are calculated using the historical highest individual federal
marginal income tax rates and do not refect the impact of state and local taxes.
Actual after-tax returns depend on an investor’s tax situation and may differ from
those shown. After-tax returns shown are not relevant to investors who hold their
Fund shares through tax-deferred arrangements, such as 401(k) plans or individual
retirement accounts.
Class I Shares
Return Before Taxes
Return After Taxes on Distributions
Return After Taxes on Distributions and Sale of Fund
Shares
MSCI-EAFE Index
(reflects no deduction for fees, expenses or taxes)

1 Year

5 Years

10 Years

1.68%

12.31%

9.04%

(1.65)%

10.47%

7.98%

2.45%

9.39%

7.20%

11.26%

9.55%

8.03%

INVESTMENT ADVISER
BBH&Co., through a separately identifable department, serves as the Fund’s
investment adviser. Select Equity Group, L.P. serves as the sub-adviser to the Fund.
The following individuals are responsible for the day-to-day management of the
Fund:

Portfolio Managers
Sub-Adviser

Select Equity Group, L.P.
380 Lafayette Street
New York, New York 10003

Portfolio Management
Team Members

Fund Manager
Since

Chad Clark
Senior Investment Team Member

2017

Brian Vollmer
Senior Investment Team Member

2017

Matthew Pickering
Senior Investment Team Member

2017

Jonathan Allen
Senior Investment Team Member

2017

Loren Lewallen
Senior Investment Team Member

2017
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PURCHASE AND SALE OF FUND SHARES
Shares of the Fund may be purchased or sold (redeemed) on any business day
(normally any day when the New York Stock Exchange (“NYSE”) is open).
Shareholders may redeem shares held directly in the name of a shareholder
on the books of the Fund by submitting a redemption request to the Fund’s
transfer agent, ALPS Fund Services, Inc. (“Transfer Agent”). If shares are held
by a bank, broker or other fnancial intermediary with which the Fund or its
shareholder servicing agent has contracted (“Financial Intermediary”) on
behalf of such shareholder, then shareholders must redeem shares through
such Financial Intermediary. Investors are only eligible to purchase shares of
the Fund as described in the “Purchase of Shares” section of the Prospectus.

Investment Minimums
Minimum initial and subsequent purchase amounts may vary.
Class I
Initial Purchases
Subsequent Purchases

$10,000
$1,000

TAX INFORMATION
The Fund’s distributions are generally taxable to you as ordinary income,
qualifed dividend income, capital gains, or a combination of the three.

PAYMENTS TO FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES
If you purchase shares of the Fund through a Financial Intermediary,
BBH&Co. may pay the Financial Intermediary for the sale of Fund shares
and related services. These payments may create a confict of interest by
infuencing the Financial Intermediary and your salesperson to recommend
the Fund over another investment. Ask your salesperson or visit your
Financial Intermediary’s website for more information.

12
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For shareholders with a discretionary investment management account
managed by BBH&Co. (“BBH&Co. Account”), BBH&Co. will include the
value of the shareholder’s investment in the Fund when calculating the
advisory fee applicable to such shareholder’s BBH&Co. Account, which may
result in the shareholder paying a higher overall fee to BBH&Co. on the
shareholder’s investment in the Fund.

II. INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE, PRINCIPAL
INVESTMENT STRATEGIES AND
PRINCIPAL RISKS
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
The investment objective of the Fund is to provide investors with long-term
maximization of total return, primarily through capital appreciation. The
investment objective may be changed by the Board without vote of the
shareholders. There can be no assurance that the Fund will achieve its
investment objective.

PRINCIPAL INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
Under normal circumstances, at least 80% of the net assets of the Fund, plus
any borrowings for investment purposes, will be invested in equity securities
of companies in the developed and emerging markets of the world, excluding
the United States. Developed markets are those markets included in the
MSCI-EAFE Index and Canada. The Fund may invest up to 35% of its assets,
at the time of purchase, in emerging markets of the world. An emerging
market is generally considered to be a securities market located in any
country that is defned as having an emerging or developing economy by the
World Bank or its related organizations, or the United Nations or its
authorities. Although the Fund is expected to invest primarily in common
stocks, it may also purchase other securities with equity characteristics,
including securities convertible into common stock, rights and warrants. The
13
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Fund may purchase these equity securities directly or in the
form of American Depository Receipts (“ADRs”), Global
Depositary Receipts or other similar securities representing
securities of foreign-based companies, national security
exchanges or over-the-counter markets. The Fund will
primarily invest in equity securities of companies with large
market capitalizations.
The Investment Adviser employs a “manager of managers”
investment approach, whereby it allocates the Fund’s assets
to the Sub-adviser. Subject to the general supervision by the
Fund’s Board, the Investment Adviser oversees the
Sub-adviser and evaluates its performance results. The
Investment Adviser reviews portfolio performance,
characteristics and changes in key personnel of the
Sub-adviser.
Quantitative
evaluations,
including
evaluations of performance and portfolio characteristics, is
performed at least quarterly. The Sub-adviser is primarily
responsible for the day-to-day management of the Fund’s
portfolio, including purchases and sales of individual
securities. Other sub-advisers may be added in the future to
complement the Sub-adviser’s investment style. However,
the Investment Adviser may when it deems appropriate,
manage all or a portion of the Fund’s assets according to the
Fund’s principal investment strategies.
Investment Process: The Sub-adviser will focus on
identifying attractive businesses and will invest
opportunistically in those businesses when it believes that
good long-term returns can be achieved. The Sub-adviser
defnes attractive businesses as those that have achieved
leading and defensible market positions through the
creation of enduring franchise value. They are, in the view
of the Sub-adviser, both well positioned for long term
14
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growth and resilient in diffcult economic environments. The Sub-adviser
employs intensive and rigorous fundamental equity research in order to
identify these investment opportunities. The Fund may, from time to time,
invest in a limited number of issuers. The Sub-adviser’s investment approach
includes consideration of ESG criteria which enhances its ability to manage
risk and to achieve its long-term investment objectives.
The Fund buys and sells securities denominated in currencies other than the
U.S. dollar. Interest, dividends and sale proceeds on such securities are
received in currencies other than the U.S. dollar. The Fund enters into foreign
currency exchange transactions from time to time to convert to and from
different foreign currencies and to convert foreign currencies to and from the
U.S. dollar. The Fund may purchase currency forwards and/or futures for the
purpose of hedging the value of securities purchased or intended to be
purchased.
In response to adverse market, economic, political and other conditions, the
Sub-adviser may make temporary investments for the Fund that are not
consistent with its investment objective and principal investment strategies.
Such investments may prevent the Fund from achieving its investment
objective.
Because the Fund refers to equity investments in its name, it will notify
shareholders at least 60 days in advance of any changes in its investment
policies that would enable the Fund to invest less than 80% of its assets in
equity securities under normal circumstances.
The Fund seeks to generate attractive returns over time but does not attempt
to mirror a benchmark or an index.

15
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PRINCIPAL RISKS OF THE FUND
The principal risks of investing in the Fund and the
circumstances reasonably likely to adversely affect an
investment are listed and described below. The share price
of the Fund changes daily, based on market conditions and
other factors. A shareholder may lose money by investing
in the Fund. There can be no assurance that the Fund will
achieve its investment objective.

Equity Securities Risk:
Equity securities risk is the risk that prices of equity
securities rise and fall daily. Price movements may occur due
to factors affecting individual companies, such as the
issuance of an unfavorable earnings report, or other events
affecting particular industries or the equity market as a
whole.

Market Risk:
The price of a security may fall due to changing economic,
political, regulatory or market conditions, or due to a
company’s or issuer’s individual situation. Local, regional,
or global events such as war, acts of terrorism, the spread
of infectious illness or other public health issues, recessions,
or other events could have a signifcant impact on the
market generally and on specifc securities. For example,
since December 2019, a novel strain of coronavirus has
spread globally, which resulted in the temporary closure of
many corporate offces, retail stores, manufacturing
facilities and factories, and other businesses across the
world. As the extent of the impact on global markets from
the coronavirus is diffcult to predict, the extent to which the
coronavirus may negatively affect the Fund’s performance
16
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or the duration of any potential business disruption is uncertain. Any
potential impact on performance will depend to a large extent on future
developments and new information that may emerge regarding the duration
and severity of the coronavirus and the actions taken by authorities and other
entities to contain the coronavirus or treat its impact.

Investment Risk:
As with all investments, an investment in the Fund is subject to investment
risk. Investors in the Fund could lose money, including the possible loss of
the entire principal amount of an investment, over short or long periods of
time. The share price of the Fund changes daily, based on market conditions
and other factors. The Fund should not be relied upon as a complete
investment program.

Foreign Investment Risk:
Investing in equity securities of foreign-based companies involves risks not
typically associated with investing in equity securities of companies
organized and operated in the United States. These risks include changes in
political, social or economic conditions, diplomatic relations, confscatory
taxation, expropriation, nationalization, limitation on the removal of funds
or assets, or imposition of (or change in) exchange control or tax regulations.
In some foreign countries, less information is available about foreign issuers
and markets because of less rigorous accounting and regulatory standards
than in the United States. In addition, foreign stock exchanges and brokers
generally have less government supervision and regulation than in the United
States. Dividends and interest on foreign securities may be subject to foreign
withholding taxes, which may reduce the net return to Fund shareholders.
Foreign securities are often denominated in a currency other than the U.S.
dollar, which will subject the Fund to the risks associated with fuctuations
in currency values. Currency fuctuations could offset investment gain or add
to investment losses. All of these factors can make foreign investments more
volatile and potentially less liquid than U.S. investments.

17
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The Fund’s assets may be concentrated in a single country
or countries located in the same geographic region. The
Fund assumes the risk that changing economic, regulatory,
political or social conditions affecting the particular country
or geographical area in which the Fund focuses its
investments could have a signifcant impact on its
investment performance and could ultimately cause the
Fund to underperform, or be more volatile than, other funds
that invest more broadly.

Management Risk:
The Fund is actively managed and its success depends upon
the investment skills and analytical abilities of the
Sub-adviser to develop and effectively implement strategies
that achieve the Fund’s investment objective. Subjective
decisions made by the Sub-adviser may cause the Fund to
incur losses or to miss proft opportunities on which it may
otherwise have capitalized.

Currency Exchange Rate Risk:
The Fund invests a signifcant portion of its assets in
investments denominated in non-U.S. currencies, or in
securities that provide exposure to such currencies, currency
exchange rates or interest rates denominated in such
currencies. Changes in currency exchange rates and the
relative value of non-U.S. currencies will affect the value of
the Fund’s investment and the value of your Fund shares.
Because the Fund’s NAV is determined on the basis of U.S.
dollars, the U.S. dollar value of your investment in the Fund
may go down if the value of the local currency of the
non-U.S. markets in which the Fund invests depreciates
against the U.S. dollar. This is true even if the local currency
value of securities in the Fund’s holdings goes up.
18
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Conversely, the dollar value of your investment in the Fund may go up if the
value of the local currency appreciates against the U.S. dollar. Currency
exchange rates can be very volatile and can change quickly and
unpredictably. As a result, the value of an investment in the Fund may change
quickly and without warning and you may lose money.

Large Cap Company Risk:
Because the Fund invests in large cap company securities, it may
underperform other funds during periods when the Fund’s large cap securities
are out of favor.

Limited Portfolio Holdings Risk:
Although the Fund is a diversifed fund and as such intends to meet the
diversifcation requirements of the 1940 Act, the Fund may, from time to
time, invest in a limited number of issuers. As a result, the appreciation or
depreciation of any one security held by the Fund will have a greater impact
on the Fund’s net asset value than it would if the Fund invested in a larger
number of securities. Although that strategy has the potential to generate
attractive returns over time, it also increases the Fund’s volatility and may
lead to greater losses.

Emerging Markets Risk:
The Fund may invest up to 35% of its assets in securities of issuers based in
developing countries. These investments carry all of the risks of investing in
securities of foreign issuers outlined in this section to a heightened degree.
These heightened risks include: (i) expropriation, confscatory taxation,
nationalization, and less social, political and economic stability; (ii) the small
current size of securities markets and lower trading volume; (iii) certain
national policies related to national interests, which may restrict the Fund’s
investment opportunities; and (iv) the absence of developed legal structures
governing private or foreign investment and private property.

19
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Derivatives Risk:
Derivatives, including forwards and futures, may be riskier
than other types of investments and may increase the
volatility of the Fund. Derivatives may be sensitive to
changes in economic and market conditions and may create
leverage, which could result in losses that signifcantly
exceed the Fund’s original investment. Derivatives expose
the Fund to counter-party risk, which is the risk that the
derivative counterparty will not fulfll its contractual
obligations (and includes credit risk associated with the
counterparty). Certain derivatives are synthetic instruments
that attempt to replicate the performance of certain
reference assets. With regard to such derivatives, the Fund
does not have a claim on the reference assets and is subject
to enhanced counterparty risk. Derivatives may not perform
as expected, so the Fund may not realize the intended
benefts. When used for hedging, the change in value of a
derivative may not correlate as expected with the security
or other risk being hedged. In addition, given their
complexity, derivatives expose the Fund to risks of
mispricing or improper valuation.

Capital Controls Risk:
Economic conditions, such as volatile currency exchange
rates and interest rates, political events and other conditions
may, without prior warning, lead to intervention by the
governments of foreign countries and the imposition of
“capital controls.” Capital controls include the prohibition
of, or restrictions on, the ability to transfer currency,
securities or other assets. Levies may be placed on profts
repatriated by foreign entities (such as the Fund). Capital
controls may impact the ability of the Fund to buy, sell or
otherwise transfer securities or currency, may adversely
20
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affect the trading market and price for shares of the Fund, and may cause the
Fund to decline in value.

Large Shareholder Risk:
From time to time, an investment adviser, including BBH&Co., may allocate
a portion of the assets of its discretionary clients to the Fund. There is a risk
that if a large percentage of Fund shareholders consists of such investment
adviser’s discretionary clients, such asset allocation decisions, particularly
large redemptions, may adversely impact remaining Fund shareholders.
Investments in the Fund are neither insured nor guaranteed by the U.S.
Government. Shares of the Fund are not deposits or obligations of, or
guaranteed by, BBH&Co. or any other bank, and the shares are not insured
by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Federal Reserve Board or
any other federal, state or other governmental agency.

PORTFOLIO HOLDINGS
Information concerning the Fund’s portfolio holdings is available on the
Fund’s website at www.bbhfunds.com. A complete listing of the Fund’s
portfolio holdings as of the end of each month is posted on the website
approximately 15 days after the end of the month and remains posted until
replaced by the information for the succeeding month.
A description of the Fund’s policies and procedures with respect to the
disclosure of the Fund’s portfolio securities is available in the Fund’s
Statement of Additional Information (“SAI”).
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III. MANAGEMENT OF THE FUND
BBH&Co., a New York limited partnership, located at
140 Broadway, New York, NY 10005 and established in
1818, serves as the investment adviser to the Fund through
a separately identifable department. The Investment
Adviser is registered with the SEC as an investment adviser
under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.
BBH&Co. provides a broad range of investment
management services for customers in the United States and
abroad. As of December 31, 2021, BBH&Co. managed
total assets of approximately $94.5 billion, $2.4 billion of
which represented total net assets in the Fund.
The Investment Adviser employs a “manager-of-managers”
investment approach, whereby it allocates the Fund’s assets
to the Sub-adviser. Subject to the general supervision by the
Fund’s Board, the Investment Adviser oversees the
Sub-adviser and evaluates its performance results. The
Investment Adviser reviews portfolio performance,
characteristics and changes in key personnel of the
Sub-adviser. The Sub-adviser is primarily responsible for the
day-to-day management of the Fund’s portfolio, including
purchases and sales of individual securities. However, the
Investment Adviser may, when it deems appropriate,
manage all or a portion of the Fund’s assets according to the
Fund’s principal investment strategies.
In addition to a continuous investment program, BBH&Co.
serves as the Fund’s administrator, which provides
administrative services to the Fund, such as shareholder
communications and tax services.
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Investment Advisory and Administrative Fee
For investment advisory and administrative services, the Investment Adviser
receives a combined fee, computed daily and payable monthly, equal to
0.65% per annum for the frst $3 billion and 0.60% per annum for amounts
over $3 billion of the average daily net assets of the Fund. This fee
compensates the Investment Adviser for its services and its expenses. The
Investment Adviser may from time to time voluntarily waive all or a portion
of its advisory and administrative fee from the Fund. For the most recent fscal
year, the Fund paid the Investment Adviser 0.65% of the Fund’s average daily
net assets. The Investment Adviser pays a sub-advisory fee to the Sub-adviser
out of its own assets. The Fund is not responsible for paying any portion of
the sub-advisory fee to the Sub-adviser. A discussion of the Board’s most
recent approval of the Fund’s investment advisory and sub-advisory
agreements will be available in the Fund’s Semi-Annual Report for the period
ending April 30, 2022.
Pursuant to an exemptive order the Fund and BBH&Co. received from the
SEC, the Investment Adviser may select and replace sub-advisers and amend
sub-advisory agreements without obtaining shareholder approval.

The Sub-Adviser
Select Equity Group, L.P., located at 380 Lafayette Street, New York, New
York 10003, serves as the Fund’s investment sub-adviser. Pursuant to a
sub-advisory agreement with the Investment Adviser, and subject to the
general supervision of the Board and the Investment Adviser, the Sub-adviser
makes the day-to-day investment decisions for the Fund, places the purchase
and sale orders for the portfolio transactions of the Fund, and generally
manages the Fund’s portfolio of investments.

Portfolio Managers
Certain information about the portfolio management team for the Fund are
set forth below. Each portfolio manager or member of the portfolio
management team has worked with the Fund since 2017.
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Mr. Chad Clark joined the Sub-adviser in August 2010. He
oversees the Sub-adviser’s international strategies.
Mr. Clark is a member of the Sub-adviser’s Management
Committee. Prior to joining the Sub-adviser, Mr. Clark
spent 14 years at Harris Associates, where he was a Partner
and co-managed the Oakmark International Small Cap
Fund and Harris International Value L.P. Prior to Harris
Associates, he was an Analyst in Corporate Finance at
William Blair & Company. Mr. Clark is a CFA
charterholder. Mr. Clark received a B.S. from Carnegie
Mellon University (summa cum laude).
Mr. Brian Vollmer began at the Sub-adviser as an intern in
2005 and joined the Sub-adviser full time in August 2006.
Prior to joining the Sub-adviser, Mr. Vollmer worked as a
private equity Investment Analyst for Hicks, Muse, Tate &
Furst. Prior to Hicks, Muse, Tate & Furst, he worked in the
Investment Banking Division at Goldman Sachs.
Mr. Vollmer received a B.S. from the University of Virginia
(with distinction) and an M.B.A. from the Stanford
Graduate School of Business, where he graduated as an
Arjay Miller Scholar.
Mr. Matthew Pickering joined the Sub-adviser in December
2010. Prior to joining the Sub-adviser, Mr. Pickering was an
Analyst with Harris Associates for four years. Prior to
Harris Associates, he worked for six years as an Analyst and
Associate Portfolio Manager with Institutional Capital.
Mr. Pickering is a CFA charterholder. Mr. Pickering received
a B.S. from Miami University (magna cum laude).
Mr. Jonathan Allen joined the Sub-adviser in April 2010.
Prior to joining the Sub-adviser, Mr. Allen was a Principal,
Portfolio Manager and Analyst with Clay Finlay for
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16 years. Mr. Allen is a CFA charterholder. Mr. Allen received a B.A. from
the University of Pennsylvania.
Mr. Loren Lewallen began at Sub-adviser as an intern in 2006 and joined the
Sub-adviser full time in September 2007. Mr. Lewallen is a CFA
charterholder. Mr. Lewallen received a B.A. from Columbia University
(magna cum laude).
The Fund’s SAI provides additional information about the portfolio
managers’ compensation, management of other accounts, and ownership of
shares of the Fund.

IV. SHAREHOLDER INFORMATION
Fund Valuation Policies
The Fund’s net asset value per share (“NAV”) is normally determined once
daily at 4:00 p.m., Eastern Time on each day that the equity market of the
NYSE is open for regular trading (“Business Day”). The Fund does not
calculate its NAV on days the NYSE is closed for trading. Information that
becomes known to the Fund or its agents after the NAV has been calculated
on a particular day will not generally be used to retroactively adjust the price
of a security or the NAV determined earlier that day. The Fund reserves the
right to change the time its NAV is calculated if the Fund closes earlier, or
as permitted by the SEC.
The determination of the Fund’s NAV is made by subtracting from the value
of the total assets of the Fund the amount of its liabilities and dividing the
difference by the number of shares outstanding at the time the determination
is made. The value of the Fund’s portfolio may change on days when the Fund
is not for business and is not available for purchase or redemption of Fund
shares.
For purposes of calculating NAV, portfolio securities and other assets for
which market quotes are readily available are valued at market value. Market
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value is generally determined on the basis of offcial closing
prices or the last reported sales prices, or if no sales are
reported, based on quotes obtained from established market
makers or prices (including evaluated prices) supplied by the
Fund’s approved pricing services, quotation reporting
systems and other third-party sources, a foreign (non-U.S.)
equity security traded on a foreign exchange or on more
than one exchange is typically valued using pricing
information from the exchange considered by the
Investment Adviser to be the primary exchange. A foreign
(non-U.S.) equity security will be valued as of the close of
trading on the foreign exchange, or the NYSE close, if the
NYSE close occurs before the end of trading on the foreign
exchange. In addition, foreign currency exchange rates are
generally determined as of the close of business on the
NYSE.
The Fund generally values fxed income securities according
to prices furnished by brokers and dealers or an independent
pricing service using a date refecting the earlier closing of
the principal markets for those securities. Prices obtained
from pricing services may be based on, among other things,
information provided by market markers or estimates of
market values obtained from yield data relating to
investments or securities with similar characteristics. Fixed
income securities with remaining maturities of less than
60 days at the time of purchase are valued at amortized cost,
which approximates fair value.
Investments for which market quotations or market-based
valuations are not readily available, or are available but
deemed unreliable, are valued at fair value in accordance
with procedures approved by the Board. The Board has
delegated to the Investment Adviser the responsibility for
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applying the Board-approved fair valuation procedures. Market quotes are
considered not readily available in circumstances where there is an absence
of current or reliable market-based data (e.g., trade information, bid/ask
information, broker quotes, pricing services prices), including where events
occur after the close of the primary exchange or principal market, but prior
to the NYSE close, that materially affect the price of the security or other
asset. In addition, market quotes are considered not readily available when,
due to extraordinary circumstances, the exchanges or markets on which the
securities trade are not open for trading for the entire day and no other
market prices are available. The Fund may use a systematic fair value model
provided by an independent third party to value foreign securities.
Fair value represents a good faith approximation of the value of a security.
The fair value of one or more securities may not, in retrospect, be the price
at which those assets could have been sold during the period in which the
particular fair values were used in determining the Fund’s NAV.

Revenue Sharing
BBH&Co. may make payments for marketing, promotional or related
services provided by Financial Intermediaries that sell shares of the Fund.
These payments are often referred to as “revenue sharing payments.” The
level of such payments may be based on factors that include, without
limitation, differing levels or types of services provided by the intermediary,
the expected level of assets or sales of shares, access to an intermediary’s
personnel and other factors. Revenue sharing payments are paid from
BBH&Co.’s own legitimate profts and its own resources (not from the
Fund). In some circumstances, such payments may create an incentive for a
Financial Intermediary or its employees or associated persons to recommend
or sell shares of a particular Fund to you instead of recommending shares
offered by competing investment companies.
Contact your Financial Intermediary for details about revenue sharing
payments.
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Account Transactions
Purchase of Shares
The Fund offers Class I Shares through this Prospectus
representing interests in a single portfolio of securities.
Investors are only eligible to purchase shares of the Fund as
described below.
The following individuals (referred to as “Eligible
Investors”) may invest in the Fund and/or reinvest dividends
and capital gains distributions from shares owned in the
Fund:
•

BBH&Co. private banking and/or private wealth
management clients;

•

investors with an agreement with Brown Brothers
Harriman Investments, LLC or the Fund’s
distributor permitting investment in the Fund;

•

a Trustee or offcer of the BBH Trust, or a partner
or employee of BBH&Co. or its affliates, or a
member of the immediate family of any of those
persons;

•

an account for an employee beneft plan or
retirement plan sponsored by BBH&Co.; and

•

a partner, director, offcer or employee of the
Sub-adviser.

Eligible Investors may be asked to verify that they meet one
of the eligibility requirements above prior to opening a new
account in the Fund. The Fund may permit you to open a
new account if the Fund reasonably believes that you are
eligible. The Fund also may decline to permit you to open
a new account if the Fund believes that doing so would not
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be in the best interests of the Fund and its shareholders, even if you would
be eligible to open a new account.
The Fund’s ability to enforce the eligibility requirements listed above with
respect to accounts held by fnancial intermediaries may vary depending on
the systems capabilities of those intermediaries, applicable contractual and
legal restrictions and cooperation of those intermediaries.
Additional information that applies to the offering:
An existing investor that does not meet the above eligibility requirements and
has been a shareholder in the Fund is able to continue to remain an investor
in the Fund (an “Existing Shareholder”) and may continue to reinvest
dividends or capital gains distributions from shares owned in the Fund;
however, the Existing Shareholder may not purchase additional shares of the
Fund, either directly or as the benefcial owner of shares held in another
account.
For an Existing Shareholder, if all shares of the Fund in an Existing
Shareholder’s account are voluntarily redeemed or involuntarily redeemed,
then the Existing Shareholder’s account will be closed. Once closed, such
former Existing Shareholders will not be able to reopen their accounts in the
Fund. These repurchase restrictions, however, do not apply to investors listed
above as eligible to continue to purchase even if the Eligible Investor would
liquidate its entire position.
If the Fund receives a purchase order directly from an investor who is not
eligible to purchase shares of the Fund, the Fund’s transfer agent will attempt
to contact the investor to determine whether he or she would like to purchase
shares of another Fund or would prefer that the investment be returned. If
the transfer agent cannot contact the investor within 30 days, the entire
amount of the investment will be returned.
The Fund reserves the right to change these policies at any time. The Fund
may from time to time, in its sole discretion, limit new purchases into the
Fund or otherwise modify the eligibility requirements at any time.
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The Fund offers its shares to Eligible Investors on a
continuous basis at the current NAV without a sales charge.
Eligible Investors may purchase shares on any day the
Fund’s NAV is calculated. The Fund executes purchases of
its shares at the NAV next determined after the Fund
receives the purchase order in good order. Generally, a
purchase order is considered to be in good order when the
purchase payment is converted to federal funds. The Fund
reserves the right to determine the purchase orders for Fund
shares that it will accept.
An Eligible Investor may place purchase orders for Fund
shares directly through the Transfer Agent or through a
Financial Intermediary. Such orders will be priced at the
NAV next calculated after the Fund receives the payment,
through the Transfer Agent, in good order. Such orders that
are placed directly through the Transfer Agent are held
directly in the investor’s name on the books of the Fund and
the investor is responsible for arranging for payment of the
purchase price of Fund shares.
Those Eligible Investors who buy shares of the Fund
through a Financial Intermediary that is authorized to place
trades in Fund shares for their customers will have such
shares held in the Financial Intermediary’s name pursuant
to arrangements made with that customer. Each Financial
Intermediary arranges payment for Fund shares on behalf
of its customers and may charge a transaction fee payable
to the Financial Intermediary on the purchase of Fund
shares.
Shares of the Fund have not been registered for sale outside
the U.S. The Fund generally does not sell shares to investors
residing outside the U.S., even if they are U.S. citizens or
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lawful permanent residents, except to investors with U.S. military APO or
FPO addresses.

Investment Minimums*
Minimum initial and subsequent purchase amounts may vary.
Class I**
Initial Purchases

$10,000

Subsequent Purchases

$ 1,000

* The Fund may change these investment minimums from time to time. A Financial Intermediary may also
establish and amend, from time to time, minimum initial and/or subsequent purchase requirements for its
customers. The fund may waive the initial and subsequent investment minimums for purchases by financial
intermediaries.
** The Fund has waived the investment minimums for all BBH&Co. Partners, employees, Fund Trustees and
their respective family members, and partners, directors, officers or employees of the Sub-adviser, who wish
to invest in the Fund’s Class I Shares.

Redemption of Shares
The Fund executes a redemption request at the current NAV next calculated
after the Fund receives the redemption request in good order. The Fund
normally determines the Fund’s NAV daily at 4:00 p.m. Eastern Time on each
day that the equity markets of the NYSE are open for a regular day of trading.
Under normal market conditions, redemption requests received in good order
by 4:00 p.m. Eastern Time on any Business Day will be executed at that day’s
NAV. Orders accepted after 4:00 p.m. will be executed at the next day’s NAV.
Redemption requests accepted before 4:00 p.m. Eastern Time on any
Business Day will typically be paid on the Business Day following the date
on which the redemption request was received in good order. Redemption
requests will be paid by federal funds wire transfer to the shareholder’s
designated account. In order to meet the redemption request, the Fund
typically expects to use available cash (or cash equivalents) or to sell portfolio
securities. These methods may be used during both normal and stressed
market conditions. While the Fund typically makes payments of redemption
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requests in cash, it has reserved the right to pay redemption
proceeds by a distribution in-kind of portfolio securities
when it deems appropriate.

How to Redeem Fund Shares
Shareholders must redeem shares held by a Financial
Intermediary through that Financial Intermediary and
follow the Financial Intermediary’s procedures for
redeeming Fund shares. For more information about how
to redeem shares through a Financial Intermediary, contact
the Financial Intermediary directly.
Shareholders may redeem shares held directly with the Fund
by submitting a redemption request to the Transfer Agent.
The Fund pays proceeds resulting from such redemption
directly to the shareholder generally on the next Business
Day after the redemption request is received in good order.

Redemption Fee
Fund shares that are redeemed within 30 days from the date
of purchase will be subject to a redemption fee of 2.00% of
the total redemption proceeds. The 30-day period shall
commence on the next business day following the date your
purchase order is received in good order by the Fund and
shall apply to any redemption made on or before the 30th
day from that date. The redemption fee is payable to the
Fund and is intended to reduce the impact on remaining
investors in the Fund of the costs incurred by the Fund in
meeting redemption requests from investors who are not
long-term investors. For purposes of determining whether
the redemption fee applies, shares held the longest will be
redeemed frst. See “Frequent Trading Policy” below for
more information.
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The Fund may sell shares to some 401(k) plans, 403(b) plans, bank or trust
company accounts, and accounts of certain fnancial institutions or
intermediaries that do not apply the redemption fee to underlying
shareholders, often because of administrative or systems limitations. From
time to time, with the approval of the Investment Adviser, the redemption fee
will not be assessed on redemptions in certain circumstances. For more
information on the waiver of the redemption fee, see “Purchases and
Redemptions” in the Fund’s SAI.

Redemptions by the Fund
The Fund has established a minimum account size of $10,000 for Class I
shares, which may be changed from time to time in its discretion. Except in
circumstances where the minimum account size has been changed or waived,
if the value of an account held directly with the Fund falls below the minimum
account size because of a redemption of shares, the Fund reserves the right
to redeem the shareholder’s remaining shares. If such remaining shares are
to be redeemed, the Fund will notify the shareholder and will allow the
shareholder 60 days to make an additional investment to meet the minimum
requirement before the redemption is processed.
Each Financial Intermediary may establish its own minimum account
requirements for its customers, which may be lower than those established
for accounts held with the Fund.

Further Redemption Information
Redemptions of shares result in taxable events for a shareholder who may
realize a gain or a loss.
The Fund has reserved the right to pay redemption proceeds by a distribution
in-kind of a security or securities from the Fund’s portfolio (rather than cash).
In the event that the Fund makes an in-kind distribution, you could incur
brokerage and transaction charges when converting the securities to cash.
Additionally, securities received through an in-kind redemption may be
subject to market risk until such time as you can dispose of the securities. The
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Fund does not expect to make in-kind distributions, but if
it does, the Fund will pay, during any 90-day period, your
redemption proceeds in cash up to either $250,000 or
1.00% of the Fund’s net assets, whichever is less. In the event
that the Fund meets a redemption request through a
distribution in-kind, the Fund will analyze a variety of
factors when selecting securities, including, but not limited
to, tax implications, liquidity implications, portfolio
transaction costs, fees and other costs associated with the
transaction.
The Fund may suspend a shareholder’s right to receive
payment with respect to any redemption or postpone the
payment of the redemption proceeds for up to seven days
and for such other periods as applicable laws may permit.

Frequent Trading Policy
Frequent or short-term trading into and out of the Fund, or
time-zone arbitrage (i.e., the purchase and sale of Fund
securities in order to proft from price discrepancies between
the time the price of the portfolio security is determined and
the time the Fund’s NAV is computed), can have adverse
consequences for the Fund and shareholders who use the
Fund as a long-term investment vehicle. Such trading in
signifcant amounts can disrupt the Fund’s investment
strategies (e.g., by requiring it to sell investments at
inopportune times or maintain excessive short-term or cash
positions to support redemptions), dilute the interests of
other shareholders, increase brokerage and administrative
costs and affect the timing and amount of taxable gains
distributed by the Fund. Investors engaged in such trading
may also seek to proft by anticipating changes in the Fund’s
NAV in advance of the time the NAV is calculated.
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The Fund’s Board has approved policies and procedures intended to
discourage excessive frequent or short-term trading of the Fund’s shares. As
described above, the Fund imposes a 2.00% fee on redemptions of Fund
shares made within 30 days from the date of purchase. The Board has not
adopted any specifc numerical restrictions on purchases and sales of Fund
shares because certain legitimate strategies will not result in harm to the Fund
or shareholders. The Fund also monitors trading in Fund shares in an effort
to identify disruptive trading activity.
In addition, each agreement among the Fund, its distributor and a Financial
Intermediary will contain representations concerning the Financial
Intermediary’s policies and procedures to monitor, deter and report instances
of market timing.
No matter how the Fund defnes its limits on frequent trading of Fund shares,
other purchases and sales of Fund shares, not deemed to be frequent trading,
may have adverse effects on the management of the Fund’s portfolio and its
performance.
The Fund believes that its redemption fees and restrictions on short-term
trading should apply to all shareholders, regardless of the number or type of
accounts in which shares are held. However, the Fund anticipates that
limitations on its ability to identify trading activity to specifc shareholders,
including where shares are held through a Financial Intermediary in multiple
or omnibus accounts, will mean that these restrictions may not be able to be
applied uniformly in all cases.
The Investment Adviser may determine from the amount, frequency or
pattern of purchases and redemptions or exchanges that a shareholder is
engaged in excessive trading that is or could be detrimental to the Fund and
other shareholders and may preclude the shareholder from making further
purchases or exchanges of Fund shares. If your purchase or exchange order
is rejected, you will not be able to execute that transaction, and the Fund will
not be responsible for any losses you may suffer.
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Dividends and Distributions
The Fund normally pays to shareholders substantially all of
the Fund’s net income and capital gains, if any, annually. The
Fund may pay additional dividends and/or capital gains
distributions in a given year to the extent necessary to avoid
the imposition of federal income or excise tax on the Fund.
The Fund pays dividends and capital gains distributions to
shareholders of record as of the record date.
Unless a shareholder whose shares are held directly in the
shareholder’s name on the books of the Fund elects to have
dividends and capital gains distributions paid in cash, the
Fund automatically reinvests dividends and capital gains
distributions in additional Fund shares without reference to
the minimum subsequent purchase requirement. There are
no sales charges for the reinvestment of dividends.
Each Financial Intermediary may establish its own policy
with respect to the reinvestment of dividends and capital
gains distributions in additional Fund shares.

Taxes
Please consult your personal tax adviser regarding your
specifc questions about federal, state and local income
taxes. Below is a summary of some important tax issues that
affect the Fund and its shareholders. This summary is based
on current tax laws, which are subject to change. Unless you
are a tax-exempt entity or your investment in Fund shares
is made through a tax-deferred retirement account, such as
an individual retirement account, you need to be aware of
the possible tax consequences when the Fund makes
distributions and when you sell Fund shares.
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The Fund has elected and intends to qualify each year for the special tax
treatment afforded to a regulated investment company (“RIC”) under the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. If the Fund maintains its
qualifcation as a RIC and meets certain minimum distribution requirements,
then the Fund is generally not subject to tax at the fund level on income and
gains from investments that are timely distributed to shareholders. However,
if the Fund fails to qualify as a RIC or to meet minimum distribution
requirements it would result (if certain relief provisions were not available)
in fund level taxation and consequently a reduction in income available for
distribution to shareholders.
Distributions you receive from the Fund will generally be subject to federal
income tax, and any state or local income taxes, whether or not you reinvest
them in additional shares. Income distributions are generally taxable either
as ordinary income or as qualifed dividend income. Dividends reported by
the Fund as qualifed dividend income are generally taxable at reduced tax
rates for non-corporate shareholders. Any distributions of net capital gain
(the excess of the Fund’s net long-term capital gain over its net short-term
capital loss) are taxable as long-term capital gains, regardless of how long
you have owned your shares. Distributions of net short-term capital gains are
generally taxable as ordinary income.
The Fund (or its administrative agent) will report to shareholders annually
the U.S. federal income tax status of all Fund distributions.
In general, dividends may be reported by the Fund as qualifed dividend
income if they are attributable to qualifed dividend income received by the
Fund, which, in general, includes dividend income from taxable U.S.
corporations and certain foreign corporations (i.e., certain foreign
corporations incorporated in a possession of the U.S. or in certain countries
with a comprehensive tax treaty with the U.S., and certain other foreign
corporations if the stock with respect to which the dividend is paid is readily
tradable on an established securities market in the U.S.), provided that the
Fund satisfes certain holding period requirements in respect of the stock of
such corporations and has not hedged its position in the stock in certain ways.
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A dividend generally will not be treated as qualifed
dividend income if the dividend is received with respect to
any share of stock held by the Fund for fewer than 61 days
during the 121-day period beginning at the date which is
60 days before the date on which such share becomes
ex-dividend with respect to such dividend or, in the case of
certain preferred stock, for fewer than 91 days during the
181-day period beginning 90 days before such date. These
holding period requirements will also apply to your
ownership of Fund shares. The Fund’s investment strategies
may limit its ability to distribute dividends eligible to be
treated as qualifed dividend income.
Because the Fund invests in foreign securities, it may be
subject to foreign withholding taxes with respect to
dividends or interest it receives from sources in foreign
countries. If certain requirements are met, the Fund may be
eligible to make an election enabling shareholders to claim
foreign tax credits or deductions, subject to certain
limitations, with respect to certain taxes paid by the Fund.
If the Fund makes the election, each shareholder will be
required to include in income a share of those taxes and will
treat that share of those taxes as though it had been paid
directly by the shareholder. The shareholder may then either
deduct the taxes deemed paid by it in computing its taxable
income or, alternatively, use the foregoing information in
calculating the foreign tax credit (subject to signifcant
limitations) against the shareholder’s federal income tax.
U.S. individuals with income exceeding certain thresholds
are subject to a 3.8% tax on all or a portion of their “net
investment income,” which includes interest, dividends, and
certain capital gains (including capital gains distributions
and capital gains realized on the sale or exchange of shares
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of the Fund). This 3.8% tax also applies to all or a portion of the
undistributed net investment income of certain shareholders that are estates
and trusts.
In general, your distributions are subject to federal income tax for the year
in which they are paid. However, if the Fund declares a dividend in October,
November or December, payable to shareholders of record in such a month,
and pays it in January of the following year, shareholders will be taxed on
the dividend as if it were received in the year in which it was declared.
You may want to avoid buying shares when the Fund is about to declare a
dividend or other distribution because such dividends or other distributions
will be taxable to you even though it may effectively be a return of a portion
of your investment.
Each sale or redemption of Fund shares may be a taxable event. The gain or
loss on the sale or redemption of the Fund’s shares generally will be treated
as a short-term capital gain or loss if you held the shares for 12 months or
less or a long-term capital gain or loss if you held the shares for longer than
12 months. Any loss recognized by you on the sale or redemption of Fund
shares with a tax holding period of six months or less will be treated as a
long-term capital loss to the extent of any amounts treated as distributions
to you of long-term capital gain with respect to such shares. The ability to
deduct capital losses may be limited.
If you are neither a citizen nor a resident of the United States, the Fund will
withhold federal income tax at the rate of 30% (or such lower rate as may
be determined in accordance with any applicable treaty) on ordinary
dividends and other payments that are subject to such withholding. The 30%
withholding tax will not apply to dividends that the Fund reports as
(a) interest-related dividends, to the extent such dividends are derived from
the Fund’s “qualifed net interest income,” or (b) short-term capital gain
dividends, to the extent such dividends are derived from the Fund’s “qualifed
short-term gain.” “Qualifed net interest income” is the Fund’s net income
derived from U.S.-source interest and original issue discount, subject to
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certain exceptions and limitations. “Qualifed short-term
gain” generally means the excess of the net short-term
capital gain of the Fund for the taxable year over its net
long-term capital loss, if any.
If you do not provide the Fund with your correct taxpayer
identifcation number and any required certifcations, you
will be subject to backup withholding on your redemption
proceeds, distributions and dividends. The backup
withholding rate is 24%. Backup withholding will not,
however, be applied to payments that have been subject to
the 30% withholding tax applicable to shareholders who
are neither citizens nor residents of the United States.
The tax treatment of the Fund and its shareholders residing
in those states and local jurisdictions that have income tax
laws might differ from the treatment under federal income
tax laws. Therefore, distributions to shareholders may be
subject to additional state and local taxes. Shareholders are
urged to consult their personal tax advisors regarding any
state or local taxes.
For additional information regarding taxes, please refer to
the SAI.
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V. FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
The Financial Highlights tables are intended to help an investor understand
the fnancial performance of the Fund’s Class I Shares for the past fve years.
Certain information refects fnancial results for a single Fund share. The total
returns in the table represent the rate that an investor would have earned or
lost on an investment in the Fund (assuming reinvestment of all dividends and
distributions). This information has been audited by Deloitte & Touche LLP,
whose report, along with the Fund’s fnancial statements, are included in the
Fund’s annual report, which is available upon request.
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Selected per share data and ratios for a Class I share outstanding throughout each period.
2021
Net asset value, beginning of year . . . . . . . . . $17.73
Income from investment operations:
Net investment income1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) . . . .
Total income (loss) from investment
operations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

For the years ended October 31,
2020
2019
2018
$16.15
$14.90
$16.75

2017*
$14.46

0.14
3.79

0.04
1.81

0.10
2.19

0.18
(0.83)

0.14
2.47

3.93

1.85

2.29

(0.65)

2.61

Less dividends and distributions:
From net investment income . . . . . . . . . . .
From net realized gains . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total dividends and distributions . . . . .

(0.04)
(0.52)
(0.56)

(0.09)
(0.18)
(0.27)

(0.16)
(0.88)
(1.04)

(0.10)
(1.10)
(1.20)

(0.32)
—
(0.32)

Short-term redemption fees1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .

—

—

—

—

0.002

Net asset value, end of year . . . . . . . . . . . . . $21.10

$17.73

$16.15

$14.90

$16.75

Total return3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

22.38%

Ratios/Supplemental data:
Net assets, end of year (in millions) . . . . . . $2,718
Ratio of expenses to average net assets
before reductions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.68%
Expense offset arrangement . . . . . . . . . . .
—%
Ratio of expenses to average net assets
after reductions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.68%
Ratio of net investment income to average
net assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.65%
Portfolio turnover rate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
86%

11.59%
$2,029

16.92%
$1,790

$1,506

18.51%
$1,426

0.69%
—%

0.71%
(0.01)%

0.68%
(0.03)%

0.74%
(0.01)%

0.69%

0.70%

0.65%

0.73%

0.22%
77%

0.66%
135%

1.15%
124%

0.91%
130%

________________
* Effective February 24, 2017 Class N shares were converted into Class I shares.
1 Calculated using average shares outstanding for the year.
2 Less than $0.01.
3 Assumes the reinvestment of distributions.
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BBH PRIVACY NOTICE

What does Brown Brothers Harriman & Co. do with your personal information?
WHY?
Financial companies choose how they share your personal information. Federal law gives consumers the right to limit
some but not all sharing. Federal law also requires us to tell you how we collect, share, and protect your personal
information. Please read this notice carefully to understand what we do.

WHAT?
The types of personal information we collect, and share depend on the product or service you have with us. This
information can include:
• Social Security number • Income
• Account Balances
• Transaction history
• Credit history • Credit scores
When you are no longer our customer, we continue to share your information as described in this notice.

HOW?
All financial services companies need to share customers’ personal information to run their everyday business. In the
chart below, we list the reasons financial services companies can share their customers’ personal information;
whether BBH shares that information; and whether you can limit this sharing.

Reasons financial services companies can share your
personal information

Does BBH share?

Can you limit BBH
sharing?

For our everyday business purposes — such as to process
your transactions, maintain your account(s), respond to court
orders and legal investigations, or report to credit bureaus

Yes

No

For our marketing purposes—
to offer our products and services to you

Yes

No

For joint marketing with other financial companies

No

Does Not Share

For our affiliates’ everyday business purposes—
information about your transactions and experiences

Yes

No

For our affiliates’ everyday business purposes—
information about your creditworthiness

No

Does Not Share

For non-affiliates to market to you

No

Does Not Share

QUESTIONS? Call 800-285-5093 or go to www. https://www.bbh.com/en-us/our-firm/policies-and-disclosures/privacy-policy.
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Who we are
Who is providing this notice?

Brown Brothers Harriman & Co. and affiliated entities (see “Other
Important Information”).

What we do
How does BBH protect my
personal information?

To protect your personal information from unauthorized access and
use, BBH uses security measures that comply with federal law. These
measures include computer safeguards and secured files and buildings.

How does BBH collect my
personal information?

BBH collects your personal information, for example, when you:

Why can’t I limit all sharing?

• Open an account • Make a deposit • Initiate a transaction
• Transfer funds
• Make modifications to your account
Federal law gives you the right to limit only:
• Sharing for affiliates’ everyday business purposes—information about
your creditworthiness
• Affiliates from using your information to market to you
• Sharing for nonaffiliates to market to you
State laws and individual companies may give you additional rights to
limit sharing.

Definitions
Companies related by common ownership or control. They can be
financial and nonfinancial companies.

Affiliates

• Brown Brothers Harriman Investor Services Ltd., Brown Brothers Harriman
(Luxembourg) S.C.A., Brown Brothers Harriman Fund Administration Services
(Ireland) Limited., Brown Brothers Harriman (Poland) Sp. z o.o (for a list of all
affiliates see: https://www.bbh.com/en-us/contact-us/office-locations).
Companies not related by common ownership or control. They can be
financial and nonfinancial companies.

Nonaffiliates

• Subject to applicable law, you should expect that BBH will share your
information with nonaffiliate entities for various reasons, such as: invoicing,
statement printing and transaction processing
A formal agreement between nonaffiliated financial companies that
together market financial products or services to you.

Joint marketing

• BBH does not engage in joint marketing with nonaffiliate entities.

Other important information
Brown Brothers Harriman & Co. • Brown Brothers Harriman Trust Company, N.A. • Brown Brothers Harriman Trust Company of Delaware, N.A. • BBH Mutual
Fund Advisory Department (the “SID”) • BBH Trust (“BBH Funds”)
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MORE INFORMATION ON THE FUND IS AVAILABLE FREE UPON REQUEST,
INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING:
Annual/Semi-Annual Report
The Fund’s annual and semi-annual reports to shareholders provide the Fund’s investments,
performance and list of portfolio holdings. The Fund’s annual report contains a letter from the
Fund’s Investment Adviser discussing recent market conditions, economic trends and Fund
strategies that significantly affected the Fund’s performance during its last fiscal year.
To reduce expenses, we mail only one copy of the Fund’s prospectus and each annual and
semi-annual report to those addresses shared by two or more accounts. If you wish to receive
individual copies of these documents, please call us at 1-800-575-1265 or if your shares are held
through a financial institution please contact them directly. We will typically send you individual
copies within three business days after receiving your request.
Statement of Additional Information
The SAI provides more details about the Fund and its policies and information on the Fund’s
non-principal investment strategies. A current SAI is on file with the SEC and is incorporated by
reference (and is legally considered part of this Prospectus).
To obtain the SAI, Annual Report and Semi-Annual Report without charge:
By telephone:
By mail write to the Fund’s
shareholder servicing agent:
By e-mail send your request to:

Call 1-800-575-1265
Brown Brothers Harriman & Co.
140 Broadway
New York, New York 10005
bbhfunds@bbh.com

On the Internet:
Certain Fund documents, including a recent statement of Fund holdings, can be viewed online or
downloaded from Fund’s website at: http://www.bbhfunds.com
To obtain other information or to make other shareholder inquiries:
By telephone:
By e-mail send your request to:

Call 1-800-575-1265
bbhfunds@bbh.com

Reports and other information about the Fund are available on the EDGAR Database on the SEC’s
Internet site at http://www.sec.gov. Copies of this information may be obtained, after paying a
duplicating fee, by electronic request at the following e-mail address: publicinfo@sec.gov.
Investment Company Act File No. 811-21829

